
Why Choose Us Based Order Fulfillment Services?
 

When it comes to shopping on the web there are many US based companies who are seen

as the best provider of online shopping fulfillment services. Amazon is one such US based e-

commerce company. But what makes them the best for your US based order fulfillment

needs? This article will provide insight into this question and more. 

 

For a start there is the fact that they have been doing the business in the US since 1998.

This is a great advantage for any of our customers looking for the best services. Plus, we are

happy to say that Amazon has been able to secure the leading role in most of the e-

commerce markets throughout the world. So, they have a worldwide customer base. And to

top it all, they make sure that all their US based order fulfillment services providers get

access to the most effective and efficient international courier services. 

 

Another plus point for Amazon is that almost all their fulfillment centers are located right here

in the United States. The fact is that they know and understand the culture and business

practices of the people living in the states of Tennessee, Maryland and Virginia. In addition,

we know that their support for their vendors and resellers makes things smoother for them.

As a result, there is no need for them to look for extra sources and that helps reduce

operational costs significantly. 

 

The fact that they offer so many services is another reason why they are the ideal choice for

any web-based order fulfillment center. It will save them time and money by speeding up

their decision making. As a result, most of their vendors become repeat clients and the net

effect increase their market share. 

 

There are other reasons why they are the best. Their inbound services are simply

outstanding. They have skilled labor force and an experienced technical team that are

committed to delivering the fast and reliable products and services. Their inbound order

fulfillment is simply faster than our in house systems. In addition, they can process more than

double the volume of orders. 

 

Now, let me give you a real-world example to explain all this. A few years ago, our company

contracted with an online fulfillment service, Web presence and ecommerce fulfillment center

for our international shipping needs. Their inbound system handled each shipment as

efficiently as possible and sent the packages to the clients on time. They also kept excellent

records of each shipment so that the clients would know exactly when their shipments were

due. Their web based order fulfillment services also provided excellent customer support,

assistance with filing of returns and expedited shipping. 

 

All of these services cost us a lot of money but delivered on time and consistently made a

positive impact on our bottom line. The reason for this is because the speed at which we

received orders and the timeliness with which we sent them resulted in far fewer returns and

unnecessary delays. Our customers became very satisfied with our services and referred



other customers to us. This success has increased our sales enormously. 

 

If you're just starting out in ecommerce or are uncertain about how to grow your business

successfully, consider outsourcing order fulfillment services to someone who knows what

he's doing. Don't make the mistake of choosing the first company you encounter. Research

and analyze several companies and find one that fits your unique needs and requirements

perfectly. You'll be glad you did! 

 

When researching fulfillment companies, ask about the kinds of services they offer. For

example, some specialize in providing online catalog services. Others offer full services

including shipping, delivery and tracking, while many others focus only on certain areas such

as medical supplies, adult products and educational supplies. Some services are available

twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week; others are available only during operating

hours. 

 

Do your research and see what seems most important to you. In most cases, companies that

have local offices and branches will be easier to work with. However, global companies may

be better equipped to serve your needs if you can provide a flexible shipping option and

alternative pick up locations. Do not forget to ask about the experience and training of the

staff members. Good companies will provide extensive training for their employees. Make

sure you select companies with qualified employees who can answer all your questions. 

 

One of the benefits of using a US based order fulfillment services company is the speed in

which your products will be processed. Shipmate Fulfillment have teams of experts who will

be able to quickly process your orders. In addition, a US based company may also have the

ability to process more than one type of order at a time. You will probably be impressed with

their speed when it comes to making changes or adjusting prices. If you are not satisfied,

simply choose another provider.
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